
               Saigeon-Butters-Kirkpatrick  Residence 
10410 – 125 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 

 

 
 
Historical Context: 
 
This house is an interesting example of the evolution of housing in one of Edmonton’s 
first suburban areas, Groat Estate. 
 
The original house was built in 1911. A building permit (#1138) was issued in August 
1911 to a W. Saigeon of the City of Edmonton to construct a house on Lot 10 of Block 42 
in the Groat Estate area.  The builder was listed as McIntyre and the estimated value of 
the house was $3500.1   The house also appears on the 1913 Fire Insurance map of the 
                                                
1 The building permit information is found in City of Edmonton Archives, Comptroller General Ledger, 
Building Permits 1905-1927, 1911 Building Permits, page 343.  According to later Henderson’s Directories 
Wilbert Saigeon, a tailor, was living in the house in 1914.  The contractor was almost certainly Albert 
McIntyre, who lived in 1914 at 10513 124 Street.  McIntyre also worked for D.Sewell Contractors as a 
carpenter, so the construction may have been undertaken by D. Sewell, which had offices nearby on Stony 
Plain Road. 
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area.  The Fire Insurance map shows a simple square building on the lot with a large open 
porch across the front of the building.  This version of the house appears to be the same 
as the one depicted in the earliest surviving photograph (source unknown) of the house 
which shows the house with the front door located slightly to the south of its current 
location, a full open porch on the first floor, and an large open sleeping verandah on the 
second floor, presumably off the then master bedroom.   
 
 

 
 
This undated photograph in the current owners’ possession shows the original house without the later 
additions. It apparently dates from about 1911 and probably depicts the Saigeon family.  The later bay 
window in the living room area is absent, and the front porch and sleeping verandah are both still open.  
The front door and small hall window were also reversed at some future date. Although the photograph is 
of poor quality, what appears to be a doorway and two windows can be seem behind the children on the 
sleeping verandah. 
 
By 1925 the Key Plan for the city shows the same house, but now with a bay window on 
the south side of the living room, a garage (still standing) and a small rear extension.  
Interestingly, several nearby buildings show similar adaptations of the living space to 
allow for more rooms, extensions and other modifications of the original building plan.  
At some point, probably shortly after 1925, a new room was created at the rear of the 
house, apparently reusing the original windows, and a small pantry extension was built 
off the kitchen.  Both of these new areas were built without extending the original 
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foundation.  The latter is just raised inches above the ground, while the former was built 
over a crawl space.  These additions, along with closing in the front porch and the 
original sleeping verandah area, substantially increased the size of the hose and reflect the 
changing nature of its occupants.  The location of the front door was also moved 
changing the configuration of the front hall by making the front door open more or less 
directly in front of the staircase instead of to the side. This was probably done in the later 
1920s to accommodate the use of the house by two families. 
 
As early as 1923 Henderson’s Directories indicate that the house was occupied by at least 
one tenant, in addition to the Saigeon family, and during the housing crisis of the Second 
World War the owners were given official permission to sub-divide the house into two 
separate dwellings.  The attached letter of application for this planning permission was 
directed to Jean Kirkpatrick and Alberta Butters, who were the building owner/occupants 
in 1942.  Interestingly, it refers to a letter from a neighbour “testifying that this house has 
been used continuously for this purpose [as a multi-family dwelling] for the last fourteen 
years.” Mrs. Kirkpatrick and Butters suggest in the same letter that the house had been 
occupied by two families for “many” years. The house was further sub-divided in 1961 
with the creation of a new basement apartment. This divided the house into three distinct 
apartments, one on each floor.  
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These two photographs in the current owners’ possession are dated “Spring 1976” and appear to have 
been taken by new owners. They indicate the condition of the house after almost a half century of sub-
division into apartments. Despite the superficial changes in the exterior, much of the original fabric of the 
house remained. 
 
These changes parallel the changing demographics of the area, located as it is just to the 
west of downtown and the older residential area of Oliver.  Many nearby houses, 
including the Wallbridge and other large homes were converted into apartments, during 
or after World War Two as densities increased in the area and many of the former 
business and professional residents of the neighborhood moved out.  This trend was 
particularly evident in the late 1940s and early 1950s.  In the 1970s, the appeal of inner 
city residential communities increased once again and the house at 10410 125 Street was 
converted back to a single family dwelling, although the separate basement suite was 
retained.  It has not been occupied, however, as a rental property since at least the late 
1980s. 
 
The house then neatly encapsulates the residential housing history of the neighborhood 
from a square wood frame house on a large lot to an increasingly large and gracious 
single family dwelling in the 1920s.  It was converted into a multiple family dwelling by 
the late 1920s for the extended Saigeon-Kirkpatrick-Butters family, and in during World 
War II this more intensive use was officially sanctioned when Mrs. Butters and Mrs. 
Kirkpatrick successfully applied for planning permission to convert the house into two 
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apartments.  After the war, the house was further sub-divided into three apartments – one 
on each floor - before being converted back into a single family home, albeit with a self-
contained apartment area.  This final change in use occurred in the late 1970s and reflects 
increases in property values and the renewed appeal of Groat Estate as a middle to upper 
middle class residential neighborhood. 
 
Structural History   
 
As outlined above, much of the historical significance of this residence lies in its 
evolution as a structure. The core square wood frame house constructed in 1911 was 
substantially modified by the early 1920s and again when it was converted into three 
apartments.  These modifications include enclosing the sleeping and first floor porches, 
moving the front door, constructing a bay window in the living room and building pantry 
and rear sitting room extensions beyond the original foundations.  Despite these changes 
however, the house retains a remarkable amount of original materials including most of 
its original lathe and plaster walls, original windows throughout most of the first floor, 
paneling, plate rail and a built-in china cabinet in the original dining room, and pocket 
and French doors in the living, dining and sitting rooms.   
 

 
Current dining room and rear sitting room.  
 
The house also retains its original garage and other features.  Some windows have been 
replaced on the second floor, but it is interesting to note that the casement windows on 
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the old sleeping verandah replicate the look of this interesting original building detail and 
its long time use as an extension of the master bedroom.2 
 
The survival of much of the original building details and materials in the main public, 
family areas of the house is remarkable and should be specifically protected in addition to 
the exterior façade as part of any designation process.  The large evergreen trees that 
outline the lot boundaries in the front yard are also a significant and distinctive feature of 
the property. They appear to date from the original construction of the house and should 
be preserved, if at all possible. 
 
 
Historical Associations 
 

 
This 1903 photograph of Jasper Avenue shows the storefront of Saigeon and McRae Tailors.  Their 
advertising slogan was “If you want to be one of the dressy people, leave us your order.” 
 

                                                
2 The 1976 photograph do indicate that sash windows had been added on the upper front dormer by that 
date, although they clearly changed the attractive open look of the original upper porch.  
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Over the years, this house has been occupied by a number of significant Edmontonians .  
These associations add heritage value to the property, although the primary significance 
of the residence lies in its typicality for the neighborhood and its long association with a 
single extended family.3 
 
The original owner of the house was Mr. Wilbert Saigeon.  Saigeon was an early 
merchant and tailor in Edmonton whose business was located on Jasper Avenue, two 
doors east of the Post Office. Census records indicate that he was born in Ontario in 1869  
and he would have 42 in 1911 when he acquired the house.  His wife was Janet (or 
Jeannette) and they had three children: Jean, Marjorie and Alberta aged 11, 8 and 2 
respectively. All are listed as having been born in Alberta so the family must have been 
present in the area as early as 1899.  Interestingly, the family is listed as being of French 
descent, although they listed their religious affiliation as Presbyterian.  The family did 
have significant ties, however, to Edmonton’s early Francophone community.  La 
Survivance published a short note announcing Mme. Jeannette Miller Saigeon’s death 
while on holidays on May 17, 1939.  The news item noted that Mme Saigeon was 
“avantageusement connue dans tous les circles musicaux de la ville.”  Wilbert Saigeon 
also regularly ran advertisements for his tailoring business in Le Courrier de l’ouest. 
 
Saigeon and his family continued to occupy the house, although in 1923, Goldwin Y. 
Kirkpatrick, manager of Kirkpatrick Agencies (located at 10348 121 Street) is also listed 
in the Henderson’s Directory as living at the house.  Goldwin Y. Kirkpatrick, is likely the 
Goldwin Yvonne (or Yrone) Kirkpatrick whose attestation papers indicate he joined the 
Canadian Expeditionary Force in 1916.  The attestation papers list Goldwin Kirkpatrick 
as an Edmonton resident, working for the Imperial Bank of Canada.4  In 1919, Mr. 
Kirkpatrick married the eldest Saigeon daughter, Jean,5 and by the early 1920s the couple 
appear to be living at 10410 125 Street.  In 1925, a Mrs. G.Y. Kirkpatrick is listed as 
living at 10414 125 Street, although this is probably a misprint in the Directory.  
Certainly, there is strong connection between the house and members of the Kirkpatrick 
family as in 1933 and 1934 Goldwin Y. Kirkpatrick, retired, is listed as living there. - as 
was a Miss L. Kirkpatrick, a nurse at the University Hospital in 1934.  By 1939, it is a 
Mrs. G.Y. Kirkpatrick who is listed as living at the house in addition to Mrs. Janet 
Saigeon, who appears as the primary occupant of the house after 1930.  It seems 
reasonable to assume that Janet Saigeon had taken over ownership of the house after 
being widowed.  Mrs. Kirkpatrick appears to have been divorced by the late 1930s or 
early 1940s, as she would later remarry.  Goldwin Kirkpatrick died in 1974 in Victoria, 
also after apparently remarrying.6 
 

                                                
3 All information on who occupied the house and when is based on Henderson’s Directories from 1899-
1976. 
4 Goldwin Y. Kirkpatrick’s connection to the Imperial Bank was a natural one. His father Goldwin S. 
Kirkpatrick was brother to George Kirkpatrick, manager of the Edmonton branch of the Imperial Bank and 
a very prominent business and political figure in Edmonton.  See City of Edmonton Archives, George 
Kirkpatrick biographical clipping file. 
5 See Edmonton Bulletin, July 15 and 16, 1919, page 4 social notes. Interestingly, the engagement and 
marriage were announced more or less simultaneously. 
6 Goldwin Y. Kirkpatrick, death certificate. 
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Following following Mrs. Janet Siageon’s death in 1939 as reported by La Survivance, in 
1940 the house is listed as occupied by William Butters and Mrs. Jean Kirkpatrick.  
William Butters is described as a stage mechanic (later stage manager) at the Empire 
Theatre.7  No occupation is given for Mrs. Jean Kirkpatrick, but William Butters’ wife 
was Alberta, the Saigeon’s youngest daughter.   
 
Throughout the later 1940s, 1950s, and 60s, the one constant in the house’s history was 
that some part of it was always occupied by members of the extended Butters and 
Kirkpatrick families.  For example, in 1947, Wilbert Kirkpatrick (the name further 
underlines the probable connection of his mother to the Saigeon family) occupied one of 
the suites.  He was listed as a motorman for Edmonton Transit.  William Butters also 
changed jobs during this time, eventually finding work as the doorman at the Strand 
Theatre. 
 

 
Harold P. Brown is shown on the left at a community league tea. 
 
Mr. Harold P. Brown, an Instructor at the University of Alberta, occupied part of the 
house in 1945 and 46, after his remarriage. The 1950 photograph that appeared in the 
Edmonton Bulletin indicates that Brown was married to one of Alberta Butters’ 
daughters, but this is probably an error.  The biography prepared by the Edmonton 

                                                
7 See City of Edmonton Archives, Bill Butters biographical clipping file and attached newspaper report of 
his long career in Edmonton theatre. 
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Historical Board when Brown was honoured for his contributions to Edmonton history 
indicates that he was married to Jean Saigeon Kirkpatrick.8 Other tenants included 
students, a labourer, a secretary to a law firm, oil field driller, and several civil servants 
and salesmen.   
 
Harold Percy Brown’s connection to the house and the extended Butters-Kirkpatrick 
family adds additional historical interest to the house, although he seems only to have 
resided there briefly.  Brown is one of the more remarkable early community activists in 
Edmonton. He was instrumental in founding Edmonton’s first community league in the 
Crestwood area and served as secretary and president of the Federation of Community 
Leagues for several terms. He was prominently involved with the Red Cross and water 
safety programs and was founder of the Edmonton Film Society.  He is perhaps best 
known however for his work with the University of Alberta’s Extension Department as 
the head of the Visual Aids Branch which prepared slides, film and other materials for 
use in extension programming.  He is also credited with being one of the core founders of 
the Extension Department’s most enduring legacy, CKUA in 1927.9  
 
William Butters died and by the early 1970s, his widow Mrs. Alberta Butters had become 
the last direct link to the original owners of the house.  The house was sold in 1976 to Mr. 
Tom Cameron and his wife Charlotte.  Cameron worked for the Provincial Parks 
Department, and for several years they continued to rent apartments - often to other 
employees of that department.  Within a few years, however, the Camerons had returned 
the house to its single family origins.  The house was briefly owned by Dr. David Sanden 
and his wife Brenda, a teacher at Oliver School, before it was purchased in 1991 by 
Michael Payne and Deborah Welch who have occupied the house ever since.  It is quite 
remarkable to note that the house remained in the Saigeon-Butters-Kirkpatrick families 
for 65 years, and since then has only been owned by three other families, despite the large 
number of tenants and its subdivision into first two and then three apartment units. 
It is hard to be certain that the house was actually home to Edmonton’s first piano, but the 
Saigeon-Butters-Kirkpatrick family does seem to have had a strong musical and artistic 
bent, and Mrs. Butters did offer piano lessons for many years out of her home.10 
 

                                                
8  See City of Edmonton Archives, Harold Percy Brown biographical clipping file. 
9 Ibid. See also, MaryLu Walters, CKUA Radio Worth Fighting For (Edmonton: University of Alberta 
Press, 2002) pp. 8-9 et passim.  Walters describes Brown as the person whose budgetary legerdemain got 
the station off the ground.  He then served as the station’s “first studio director, announcer, disc jockey, 
sound effects man and lecturer.” p. 10. 
10  Personal Communication, Ms. Cheryl Croucher of CKUA told the current owners she took music 
lessons from Mrs. Brown at the house, and at the Brown’s other house on Summit Drive. Mrs. Brown 
served as vice-president of Edmonton’s Women’s Musical Club and the 1950 article on the piano estimated 
that over 400 young Edmontonians had learned to play on its keyboard.  See Edmonton Bulletin, October 
20, 1950 “Venerable Piano may be Canada’s Oldest Upright.” Jeannette Saigeon, as noted earlier, was well 
known in musical circles, and William Butters worked for about half a century in Edmonton theatres.  
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In 1950, the Edmonton Bulletin ran a newspaper article on what was claimed to be Edmonton's first piano. 
Mrs. H.P. Brown, daughter of owner Mrs. W.C. Butters, fingers the keys. Manufactured in 1852, piano was 
shipped by riverboat from Toronto in early 1890 by Mrs. Butters' mother, Mrs. W. Saigeon.  The room is 
the current dining room in 10410 125 Street and the air grate, baseboard, paneling and plate rail are all 
still intact, although no longer painted. 
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